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   The primary aim of this paper is to show that a linguistic description which recognizes the 

functional variety of the various types of Arabic is more illuminating than one in which the 

data are handled in merely diglossic terms. In particular I hope to emphasize the constant 

interplay of standard Arabic and colloquial Arabic which shows that a necessary characteristic 

of any language is its flexibility and variability. 

  A secondary aim of this paper is to suggest that once the various functionally different types 

of Arabic are distinguished in a description the need for Ferguson’s concept of diglossia 

vanishes. 

In a typical Fergusonian diglossic community such as that of today's Algeria native speakers 

still find it necessary to refer to classical Arabic and colloquial Arabic in their everyday 

linguistic exchanges. In the consciousness of many Algerians, however, there is only, one 

Arabic, the Classical language. They would feel that colloquial Arabic is nothing but a 

distorted classical Arabic, full of mistakes, serving only the purposes of conversation on a 

rather low level. 

  Ferguson (1) sees the two terms classical Arabic and Colloquial Arabic in relation to the 

concept of diglossia, i.e. that in Algeria, as in a number of other pans of the world, there exist 

two distinct, but related, linguistic varieties, classical Arabic, the “High” variety employed in. 

the context of administration, journalism, education, etc..., and colloquial Arabic, the “low” 

one employed in the home the playground, etc. Although the concept of diglossia appears 

useful in the context of a sociolinguistic approach that is more socially oriented than  

linguistically, it seems that once we get down to analyzing actual linguistic exchanges 

between, say, students and lecturers in classrooms, then the discreteness of classical Arabic 

and colloquial Arabic becomes on the whole a rather untenable assumption. In other words it 

is not always the case that classical Arabic and colloquial Arabic are discrete: speakers tend to 

pass from one to other, sometimes within a single sentence, in sentence, in which case the 

classical and colloquial elements are so densely intertwined that no part of it can be 

characterised as either classical or colloquial. A typical example would be thefollowing: 

a) /yastaTi : C lmas ? u:l ? an yaqu:l belli. . ./ (2) 

b) /lrnas ? u:l yaqdar yaqu:l belli. . ./ 

“the responsible man can say that...” 

There are two observations to be made with respect to the above sentences. 

The first is that the differences between (a) and (b) do not only concern the lexical 
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cal choice between/yastati : C/ classical Arabic and /yaqdar/-colloquial Arabic-,but also the 

verb-subject word order in (a) and the subject-verb word order in (b). 

-Clearly, thus, the subject-verb word order is proffered in colloquial Arabic, whereas the verb-

subject word order is retainedin classical arabic. The second observation to be made is that 

stylistic change can take place between (a) and (b) with the exception that if /yaqdar/ is 

chosen then /?an/ is omitted. Thus/lmas? u: l yastati:C? an yaqu:l belli.../ and lmas? u:l 

yaqdar.yarqu:l belli.../ are both acceptable (since there seems to be an increasing tendency for 

the subject-verb word order), but only/ yastati: C lmas? U:l ? an yaqu:l belli.../ is possible to 

the exclusion of/yaqdar lmas? u:l ? an yasqu:l belli. . ./. It must be added that the colloquial 

form /belli/ tends to occur more frequently. Therefore it is obvious that speakers tend to 

oscillate from one variety to another along part of the scale of both classical Arabic and 

colloquial Arabic. 

  Bat if this is so, under what circumstances are classical Arabic and colloquial Arabic discrete 

and when do they begin to merge? 

A number of linguists have attempted to identify the intermediate forms lying between 

classical Arabic and Colloquial Arabic in one way or another. Badawi, for instance, 

recognises the following types of Egyptian Arabic : (3) 

1. Classical Arabic; 

2. Modem Standard Arabic, the modem standard language; 

3. High standard colloquial the language of educated people whenever they deal with serious 

subjects;  

4. Middle standard colloquial, the everyday language of educated people; 5. 

Low standard colloquial, the everyday language of the illiterate. 

5. Low standard colloquial, the everyday language of the illiterate. 

In spite of the impressive classification of Egyptian Arabic, Badawi feels obliged to state as 

far as classical Arabic is concerned “today its use is limited to the religious sphere, and the 

major changes in the Azhar teaching system will pro- bally make it disappear in the end". 

This is the crux. Badawi did, indeed, draw his conclusions from the analysis of a 

homogeneous corpus which represents one coherent variety of Arabic. I am not inclined to 

believe, however, that classical Arabic will disappear since it is the language Arabs learnt in 

the course of their formal education, and the one they use as a model they aspire to follow in 

their writing. Moreover the above distinctions of five varieties is unhelpful as a frame-work 

for objective description of the linguistic reality in Egypt today, for it can-not be anything but 

impressionistic. Clearly Badawi’s detailed classification framework shows that introducing 

more and more elaboration into an inadequate descriptive model such as that based on the 

concept of diglossia does not necessarily improve the model. Badawi’s five levels is 

essentially the same as that of 
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  Fergusonian diglossic model : in each case the assignment of a linguistic form to classical 

Arabic, modem standard Arabic or colloquial Arabic is based on criteria which are circular, 

i.e. The linguistic forms define the utterance in which they appear and vice-versa. With these 

background remarks in mind, I shall try to clarify this sensitive issue of the distinction 

between language in contemporary Algerian Arabic. ' . 

  Most educated Algerians agree on the whole as to the existence of two distinct varieties in 

Algeria today and argue only with respect to the desirability of the situation. When the 

concept of diglossia, however, comes to problems related to language policy in education, or 

when the state decides to make itself more accessible linguistically to, say, the farmers, what 

happens is the re-examination of function to the two distinct linguistic varieties. 

  As a matter of fact we are remarkably ignorant on the sociolinguistic dimension. 

We must certainly see how people inside the community concerning us see the processes of 

standardization, if only because language modify in relation to communicative needs. The 

interplay in everyday speech between standard Arabic and colloquial Arabic is greatly in 

evidence and equally in ignorance. It is this interplay that needs to be investigated in depth. - 

  The inadequacy of the diglossic explanation lies in its static character vis-à-vis the 

dynamism of the linguistic reality to be described. What is suggested here is a variationist 

framework which takes account of the observable “language use” in real situational contexts 

involving the so-called extra linguistic features such as the formality of the situation, 

hierarchical relations between interlocutors, topic of conversation, age, sex, etc. For practical 

methodological considerations we may suggest linguistic variations in terms of separate 

system. Thus an apparent classification of contemporary Algerian Arabic would be the 

following : 

a) Colloquial Arabic, 

b) Standard Arabic, 

c) Classical Arabic. 

  At this point we can already suggest that classical Arabic, Standard Arabic and colloquial 

Arabic are descriptive idealizations rather discrete entities. The idealization process, as 

reflected in certain traditional normative grammars, consists in artificially attributing to, say, 

classical Arabic, the status of a “pure language”. 

Let us now try to outline the chief manifestations of each variety: 

a) Colloquial Arabic is exclusively spoken. It is interesting to note, however, the growing 

tendency to find lexical and structural elements from colloquial Arabic in informal writing 

such as private correspondence. 

Being the everyday language of both the educated and illiterate people, colloquial 
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 Arabic is typically characterized by its syllabic structure. Thus to take the structure of the 

third person singular feminine past tense form of the “sound” verb, we would have : Classical 

Arabic /katabet/ “she wrote” Colloquial Arbic /ketbet/ “she wrote”. 

Moreover colloquial Arabic is not uniform; thus the formats /yektbu/ “they write” /yeketbu/ 

“they write"  exhibit two main morph phonological contrasts between disyllabic /yek-tbu/ 

and trisyllabic /ye-ket-bu/. 

   b. Standard Arabic is both oral and written. It is the variety used in the mass media of 

communication and on all formal occasions. What characterizes this variety is the 

overwhelming wish to speak or write classical Arabic. Indeed Standard Arabic is a typical 

example of many deviations from classical Arabic norms and much admixture of colloquial 

features. 

Used by educated people, standard Arabic is the main means of Arabic inter- 

comprehensibility among Arab speakers of different countries. Since this variety tends to be 

understood in almost all regions of the Arab world, the colloquial differences are easily 

identified and interpreted by the hearers even if they do not exist in their own dialects. . 

  Distinctive standard Arabic features appear at all linguistic levels. Thus phonetically 

speaking, one of the best indicators of standard Arabic is in the use of the high vowels /i/ and 

/u/; diphthongal pronunciations /ei/ and /eu/ have practically disappeared and they are only 

found in classical Arabic forms 

c. Classical Arabic is the language Arabs learn in the course of their formal education. It is a 

language of writing whose grammatical structure has been explicitly formulated in grammar 

books and its vocabulary recorded in dictionaries. 

 

  Reflecting the norms in use with the teaching of Arabic today, prescriptive classical Arabic 

may be heard in sermons from mosques or when ancient poetry is read aloud. (4) 

  The above categorization of varieties of contemporary Algerian Arabic, among a set of 

language functions, does not pretend to solve the problem of the linguistic reality of Arabic. 

Research has clearly shown that it is unrealistic to divide varieties : there is no sharp cleavage 

between classical Arabic, standard Arabic and colloquial Arabic; rather there is a continuum 

of varieties between the extreme form of colloquial Arabic and classical Arabic. In other 

words the line of demarcation between, say, standard Arabic and colloquial Arabic is not 

clear-cut and a speaker may move from one to the other depending on the subject matter of 

the conversation. Although standard Arabic shares most of its morphology 
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and syntax with classical Arabic, the distinction between standard Arabic and colloquial 

Arabic, being the most important I wish to make, provides the sociolinguistic basis for the 

probability of occurrence of colloquial Arabic features (phonological, morphological, 

syntactic or lexical) in the presence of standard Arabic. 

  To account for the observable and sociolinguistically functional aspects of contemporary 

Algerian Arabic we must assume the existence of an intermediate scale which is receptive to 

both standard Arabic and colloquial Arabic. This is the variety we may term Modern Arabic 

Koine. 

  Modem Arabic Koine is an example of a learned language of culture grafted on to the 

substratum of a national native language and that accounts for its mixed nature. lt should be 

noted, however, that there are degrees of unacceptability of dialectal lexical items in Modern 

Arabic Koine. Thus for instance forms like/faqat/ “only” or /nCam/ “yes” are preferred to the 

colloquial /bark/ and /hi zh/. On the morphological level, the emergence of linguistic norms 

specific to Modem Arabic Koine leads to forms which are strongly conditioned by the col- 

loquial substratum. Thus colloquial forms, such as /llil “that” or ktebt/ “I wrote”, 

smoothyly merge into the modem Arabic koine structure and are finally integrated into it : 

    /lmasa :il lli wajahna : ha.../ “the problems that we faced” 

    /ktebt Ciddet lcutub/ “I wrote several books”. 

  The motives that lead speakers to eliminate certain standard Arabic forms is perhaps the 

wish to avoid ridicule. Most non-educated Algerians tend to derive amusement from standard 

Arabic forms, and on realizing this the educated speaker is in turn strongly motivated to avoid 

using them. To illustrate this admixture of colloquial forms, we might consider the following 

example : 

/? arju enna kulla ma qi : la. . ./ -Standard Arabic 

/? arju bazs kull ma qi :la. . ./ - Modern Arabic koine 

“I hope that all that had been said” 

  Here syntactic adjustments typically involve the elimination of/ena/ which is frequently 

replaced by the colloquial form /ba:s/, and the reduction of /kulla/ to /kull/. Modern Arabic 

Koine appears largely open to deviations from standard Arabic and is thus much receptive to 

the infiltration of colloquial Arabic forms. 

To conclude in this paper it has been shown that the concept of diglossia cannot be used 

profitably in the description of Arabic. Keeping in mind the fact that classical Arabic, 

standard Arabic, colloquial Arabic and even modem Arabic Koine are on a single 

sociolinguistic continuum, linguistic models are to be applied with flexibility and full regard 

for the complexity of human social life. 

It goos without saying that a discussion of the linguistic problem of Algeria 
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concerns first of all the Algerians themselves. Whereas some of them may be upset by the 

frankness with wich we speak about colloquial Arabic, others will take comfort in the thought 

that, after all, there seems to be only one Arabic. It is for linguists to decide on the validity of 

the assumption that the wide gap between standard Arabic and colloquial Arabic has been 

filled up.  

 

 Notes : 
 

(1) See Ferguson’s well-known article on diglossia in word (1959). 

(2) The following phonological units are assumed for Arabic: 

                 a. Vowels: 

                                       - Long vowels:              /i: a: u:/ 

                                       - Short vowels                /i, a, u, e/ 

                b. Consonants: 

                                      - Emphatics :                  /T, D, S, Z, R/ 

                                      - Non Emphatics:          /b, t, d, k, q,?/ 

                                                                             /m. n. 1. r/ 

                                                                             /f. s. z. s. z. x. g. h. c. h/ 

                                                                             /ts, dz/ 

                                                                             /W, y/ 

(3) See Badawi (1973).  

(4) The remark that classical Arabic is becoming more important in Algeria 

due to the influence of mass communication is a folk belief not an empirical 

observation. 
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